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and the most desirable thing in the world. And when,, on measuring them, he found that they would just fit the bay of his library, he felt that, in one way or another, he simply must have them.
He approached the contractor. (e Do you know whether these panels are for sale ? " " I've bought them myself, with the other things that I'm taking away." They had demolished fire-places, dismantled woodwork, stripped staircases. " But I'm not going to dispose of it just yet. I have to settle my accounts first." Finally Miraud persuaded him to let him have them. In return, he agreed to forgo his wages for the current week and to work four extra days for nothing. He was anxious to get back to Paris and normally would have refused to go on working even at ordinary rate. The contractor, on the other hand, was in urgent need of his work in order to fulfill his contract.
So Miraud had paid for his panels directly with his work, and, so to speak, with his very life. Their value was not fixed, frozen, contained in a figure. It was as expansive as an emotion.
That day when he came back with them, Roquin had climbed the stairs to Miraud's apartment, planted himself in front of the oak panels, and looked at them in silence for a good five minutes. Miraud wanted to say something, to enlarge upon the merits of the material, the subject, the execution, such-and-such a detail; but he held himself in, fumbling at his hands behind his back and scarcely breathing. Roquin bent over. He inspected the grain of the wood, the pegs, the mortises. With the blade of his penknife he flicked out a tiny shaving, so cleverly that the wound in the wood was not noticeable afterwards except for a slight lightening of the colour. With the point of his knife he probed two or three selected spots. Finally he opened his mouth.
" They are very good, undoubtedly, and old. There is only just this upright here which may have been restored; and even that wasn't done yesterday. The wood is of very fine quality, and not much worm-eaten. The workmanship

